ACROSS
2. Connie Stevens’s daughter, a Pisces?
9. Three ___ match
10. Mailer and Lear
12. Deep-seated
13. Tough chef, an Aries?
18. Undergrad degree
19. Undergrad degree
20. a Virgo?
25. Flash Gordon
26. actor, a Cancer?

DOWN
1. “[___] up the ship!”
2. Pickle place
3. Mendez or Gabor
4. ___ no?
5. “Up in the air,” e.g.
6. Civic maker
7. Opposite of WSW
8. Uncommon
11. ’60s style
13. Palindromic girl’s name
14. Classic play about robots
15. ___-Wan Kenobi
16. ___ Paulo
17. Pretentious
19. Bluster
21. The Walking Dead network
22. Conflict
23. Round object
24. Unexpected win
28. Marisa of movies
29. Change a price
30. “[___] Blue?”
31. More, proverbially
33. ___ beta kappa
35. Manhattan school
36. Comics coach Thorp